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1.  Background
•Sea Alga are important from view point of fishery  resource and 
environmental management.
•Mapping of sea alga are utilized for estimation of environmental
index in coastal area.
•Optical property is consist from both land (reflection from solid 
ocean bottom) and ocean (attenuation by seawater).
•Classification is depends on optical properties of sea water above the   
Alga.
2. PROBLEM FORMULA
• How Alga Habitat and Benthic associate with Coral Reef Can 
Be Mapping By Remote Sensing. 
?What is The Kind of Maps Distribution and ecological 
Condition Of Alga In Bali Island at Year 2003.
3. AIM AND OBJECTIVES
1. To know Alga Habitat And Benthic associate with Coral Reef 
Can Be Mapping by Remote Sensing.
2. To understand and Provision the method Of Alga Condition.
3. To create Map Distribution and Ecological Alga Condition 
Around Bali in 2003.
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4. FRAME WORK OF RESEARCH
5. LOCATION AND TIME RESEARCH
The location where this research was done was in the ocean of Bali that was 
included on the mapping of Landsat-7 ETM Path/Row : 116/066. These areas 
include seas surrounding areas of Canggu, Benoa, Lebih Beach, Serangan, 
Nusa Penida, and Lembongan. Below is the location map of these areas.
This research lasted for 6 months; it started in March and ended in 
September 2006. The activities were collecting material activity and relevant 
literature, supporting materials and tools, input data.
Scope Research cover satellite image interpretation of LANDSAT, 
for the purpose of identifying Alga distribution in Bali Island,
continued with mapping of Alga distribution in Bali Island.
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Table.1  Statistics Value on Each Spectral Class on the RGB Landsat Mapping Channel.
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7. Conclusion
1. The Landsat Satellite mapping acting as the source of data in mapping the expansion of 
algae in Bali shows the level of accuracy as big as 78.94% without using the water column 
correction and 89.47% with using the water column correction. That accuracy is present  
above the limit of the standard level, 75%. 
2. The result show the differentiate 4 classes of object visibility and the associated community 
on algae ecosystem. The four classes are coral reef, sand, wave particles, and algae.
3. The algae expansion using the supervised classification give algae expansion community  
area  in east Bali is 3228.3 ha (1437 pixels).
6. Results
Table.2  Relationship among the spectral classes and the associated community
Figure 2. The Algae Habitant Map in Nusa Penida Sea, Klungkung State, 
by Landsat Mapping in May 2003 Figure3. Algae Inhabitant Mapping Area in Lebih Water, Gianyar State, by Landsat Mapping,
in  May 2003
 
